Water Strainers & Accessories

Guarantee Water Supply

Custom Strainers
Firefighting, mining and certain construction operations require a reliable source of water. But muck,
sand and debris in local ponds, streams or other water sources can damage equipment and interrupt
the flow of water.

That’s why we invented the first floating strainer in 1956 and continue to sell our Float Dock Strainer
and other water strainers to a variety of customers around the world.
All strainers we sell are made in-house. This allows us to customize our products to your exact size,
thread type and orientation specifications.

Specifications
•Constructed and engineered for maximum pumping capacity
•Super-shallow draft in as little as five inches of water for the Float Dock Strainer and as few as two
inches for the Low Flow Strainer

•Rugged welds, castings and float for a lifetime of use in the most demanding environments
•Designed and manufactured at our plant in Milan, IL by American craftsmen and women
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Guaranteed Water Supply
Low-Flow Strainer

Professionally designed and engineered for maximum pumping
capacity, this strainer will perform at water levels of 1.5”-2” depending
on your setup. 2.5”-6.0” size options. 1.5” water transfer feature
included on 4”-6” sizes.

Self-Leveling Float Dock Strainer
Use the water in farm ponds or streams, shallow or deep, a
polyethylene molded float keeps the strainer below scum and debris
and above sand and muck, screening out materials that wear on
impellers, packing and bearings. No whirlpools or suction loss and no
need for a vortex plate. A riser for floating strainer sizes 2.5″ to 8″ is
available. The riser sits on tank bottom without damage to the liner.

Water Eductor
An economic solution to siphoning water from previously inaccessible
water sources, the water eductor uses a 2.5” line to push water through
a cone, creating the venturi effect. Optional floats eliminate the need
for buoys and ensures the screen will remain below the surface and
away from mud.

8” Float Dock Strainer
Similar in design to the self-leveling float dock strainer, the 8” Float
Dock is an all-aluminum construction that is professionally designed for
maximum pumping capacity. The larger strainer is ideal for situations
where it’ll be exposed to elements and wildlife for extended periods of
time.

Quick Ship Strainers
There’s a lot of talk about supply-chain issues. That’s why we’ve
developed the FOL-DA-TANK Quick Ship Program. Our most popular
products are ready to go when you need them most. 2.5”-6.0” LowFlow Strainers are included in this program.
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 Most Popular Products
 No Expedite Fees
 Shipping Same or Next Business Day
 Same Lifetime Warranty
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